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Editorial
by Richard Barnes
Editor-in-chief, Cleverdis

In the past, the world of professional display applications has been cluttered with solutions that have been incomplete
or very expensive to install and maintain.
With the recent onset of digital signage and out of home advertising, businesses are now demanding manageable, cost
effective networking systems, especially those small to medium sized businesses that are not in a position to outsource
management of such projects. People are increasingly looking for practical “easy solutions” for networking and content
management. In this Special Report, we take a close-up look at a practical networking solution: Sony’s new BKM-FW50
Network Media Card. This card is simply inserted into a slot in Sony’s professional LCD or Plasma displays, meaning there
are no extra cables around the screen and no additional power supply is needed.
In this report, we underline how businesses can optimise
Return on Investment through the clever use of displays in
various environments, enabled by the addition of this Network
Media Card. We highlight the importance of Sony’s efforts in
developing an easy to understand – easy to use solution
addressing a very broad range of applications – from simple
single screen installations right up to multiple screen solutions
managed from remote locations. We are convinced that the
entry into the market of Sony’s Network Media Card and Ziris
Lite Software will act to stimulate a sector which is already in an
early boom phase.

CONTENT CREATION AND MANAGEMENT – KING PIN
In Out of Home promotional projects, or digital signage, the purchase of hardware is one of the last things you should
consider. First of all, you must look at what your communication needs are: what you would like to promote and who you
want to reach. The creation and management of content is the key factor to the success of your project. In this Special
Report, you will learn how Sony have been working to facilitate this process.
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Introduction
by Naomi Climer
VP - Sony Professional Solutions Europe

In the past, Sony was successful thanks to its products and brands. In recent years however, we have very much gone
back to the basics: understanding our customers’ desires, needs and motivation more effectively.
Sony has three main messages to give to the market today: that the integration between AV and IT is now a reality; that
we are moving our products towards HD; and that we are “listening to our customers and providing affordable entry level
professional equipment”.
Those who work with us regularly will know that Sony is constantly seeking innovative tools providing new ways to interact
with multimedia information. Sony is indeed unique in being able to offer the entire range of content, software, hardware,
delivery systems, finance solutions (including leasing), installation and servicing as well as the expertise to deliver a
complete integrated AV solution. We allow the customer to control a complete communications network in a very easy
and user-friendly manner, and target audiences with unrivalled play-back quality, 24-hours a day, 7-days a week.
But while Sony has a unique heritage, we never stop thinking about how we can deliver products that are even more
relevant to the needs of our channel and our end customers. This means that not only do we represent a wide range of
businesses, but we remain globally unique. Our aim is to fully leverage this uniqueness in aggressively carrying out our
convergence strategy so that we can continue to emotionally touch and excite our customers. The deep seated
philosophy of Sony is that of a company devoted to the celebration of life. We create things for every kind of
imagination… products that stimulate the senses and refresh the spirit.
I am convinced that by understanding the things that motivate and drive our customers and not just focusing on
innovative technology, we place ourselves in the best possible position to meet our clients’ needs now and in the future.

www.cleverdis.com
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A Solid Background
in the Market

Sony has a long and glorious background in the display
industry, and professional displays have become an
important part of Sony's BtoB strategy. Can you tell us a
little bit about the background to the business in general
and how Sony has evolved with the market?
It’s of course a little more than just displays… this is the
Sony broadcast and professional company.
Apart from broadcasting and displays being a main part
of our business, we see a lot of opportunities in two new
businesses… what we call “Retail, Transport and Venues”,
which is my business, and the other one is Health-Care.
Both these fields are growing very quickly within Sony’s
professional area. Retail, Transport and Venues is basically
“out of home” applications - the main one being digital
signage, or what’s better termed “out of home
messaging”, and we also do a lot of IP (remote)
monitoring.

Within the general market for professional displays, digital
signage is taking on ever increasing importance. How do
you see this market progressing in the next few years and
what will be the main driving forces?

It’s explosive! It’s growing very fast, but also growing away
from screen features. Those are all okay now and the
prices are all coming together. The main driver as far as I
see it will be the acceptance of out of home messaging
by the advertising community – the media planners and
buyers… and the other main driver will be for the retailers,
cinemas and so-on to establish a solid business model
around it. These are the two drivers that will further
accelerate development.

So evidently, Sony has understood that people want
solutions, not just screens. What is different about what
Sony is doing in this respect?
We’re trying to make our clients happy and make revenue
out of our knowledge … not just the screen. You’re quite
familiar with how tough and competitive the screen
market is, and we also know that most of our customers
want more than than just a screen at a good price.
Whichever way you look at it, digital signage is like
installing a mini TV station in your shop or shopping mall or
branches. You need to have someone who understands
formats like MPEG and Flash. Who can create a play-list,
make sure it all works, and if it doesn’t work at a remote
location, ensure you get warnings... especially if you sell
space. All these issues are very well understood from the
television industry and they are also applicable to signage
– just on a different scale. It’s the type of thing we know very
well, and we try to be different from those competitors who
only build screens or sell software.

How important is the fact that Sony "covers all bases", from
production right up to narrowcasting?

Eric Siereveld
Director, Sony Retail, Transport and Venues,
Sony Europe
Eric Siereveld heads the Pan-European Retail, Transport
and Venues team at Sony Europe, which delivers
creative audio visual solutions across 15 Western
European countries. On top of a portfolio of solutions
that include digital multimedia video networks and
digital signage to security and customer tracking
applications, Eric is also responsible for overseeing a
range of services including consultancy, design,
systems integration, training and support through the
Sony Professional Services division.
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It’s vital. It’s quite a unique selling proposition. We don’t
touch the creative part of it – the creation of clips –
although we know which ones work and which ones don’t.
But being able to capture high definition images and
equip a studio on top of the digital signage network is
important. It’s something like we did for Arsenal Emirates
football stadium for example, where they have a big digital
signage network in the stadium, but there’s also a high
definition television studio for the capture of images, also
done by us. We describe it as “Sony United” when you put it
all together! We offer a lot of added value to the customer.

We have often been told that simplicity is of great
importance in the successful running of a digital signage
project. How does Sony simplify the process?
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By being a one-stop shop. Just ring us and we’ll install the
network for you with all the components, and at the end
of the installation you receive the keyboards to run it, or
we’ll even run it for you… you only need to give us the
creative materials and we’ll turn it into something that
works for the customer. Simplicity comes in being a onestop shop. I don’t think simplicity comes in the individual
components because if you look at signage, it’s still quite
a complex kind of network.
Software looks quite simple when you work with it, but the
software bit you don’t see is the whole monitoring and
control piece and that is quite complex. It needs to be, but
the customer doesn’t have to see that… but it is quite vital.

Since the launch of the FW 50 board, Sony now has a
"turnkey" solution for small and even medium sized
businesses wishing to get on the digital signage
bandwagon. What was the philosophy behind the
launching of this product?
There are quite a lot of customers fitting in-between the
very entry level ones – with just a DVD player connected
to a screen – and those with a sophisticated hundredshop network. There are reception areas, or buildings
that have one or two channels and don’t have updates

www.cleverdis.com

all that often – with basic, simple, easy to use digital
signage… and this is where the FW 50 fits in and works
quite well. Clearly it is not suited to a supermarket where
you have 15 different channels and different formats you
want to use, but that’s not what it’s meant for.

So what kinds of companies should use digital signage
to add value to their communication?
Hotel reception applications or hospitality, corporate
reception areas, internal communications, where
companies want to put out messages on different floors,
or smaller retail outlets, with not a lot of differences
between the outlets … it’s entry level digital signage,
circumventing the limitations of using a simple DVD
player.

Does Sony have a specific contact for people interested
in your solutions?
Yes: me! Not personally all the time (!)… but there is a
special sales force inside Sony in all countries across
Europe, speaking the language and understanding the
specific issues of each area. People interested in our
solutions are free to contact me, and I can put them in
contact with their local representative.
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Out of Home Advertising
On Track for Major Success

Statistics repeatedly show that the decision of what to
buy is still very often made at the point of sale. While
radio, print and television are vital for brand
reinforcement, brand managers are increasingly aware
of the fact that most people make the decision of what
brand to buy once they are at the point of sale, and not
before. We asked Nick Deen – a true specialist in the field,
to explain to us why the impact of in-store media is
becoming such a major factor in marketing plans and
how trends are progressing…
In studies we have recently seen, digital signage has
helped movie theatres increase concession sales by 30
percent. A community bank boosted cross-selling by 20
percent, and an airport gift shop realised 20 percent
growth. While making estimates of TCO (total cost of
ownership) and ROI (Return on Investment) may be
more difficult for the smaller players, it is important at this
point to understand that a general ROI model exists and
with a modest investment, returns will be easy to
measure.

Why is Out of Home advertising working increasingly well?
People are spending more on leisure than ever before.
Levels of discretional income have risen across Europe,
and the proportion of that spent on leisure activities and
equipment has increased significantly, because people
are increasingly seeking personal fulfilment and balance
in their busy lives. European consumers – especially the
young – are looking for new experiences by engaging in
an ever-broadening array of leisure activities. This means
that retailers have an increasing need to understand
their customers’ behaviour.

Nick Deen
Senior Market Development Manager
Nick Deen has been active in the IT sector for many
years. His career started with a small IT company
offering a wide range of automated data entry
solutions, followed by a newspaper publishing-software
company. With Sony Europe, he started as Marketing
Services Manager for the Videoconferencing business
in product marketing. Currently, he’s active as Senior
Market Development Manager, and is responsible for
promoting the Sony portfolio of B2B products and
solutions to major European Retailers, Transport &
Venues companies.
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What are the main challenges facing retailers today
when they’re looking at using dynamic digital displays?
While a number of large shopping chains are actively
pursuing in-store digital signage programmes, many
smaller chains and individual shops are still balking at the
costs and potential returns. In our dealings with end
users, we find that people have many concerns, and
they still feel confused and uncomfortable when faced
with a decision of whether to buy, and what to buy. There
are many different solutions available, and people even
still ask themselves whether the whole concept of digital
signage isn’t just all hype. Customers basically want
something that will uplift sales, and improve the
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ambience in their shops, but something that is
affordable, expandable and reliable. What they don’t
want is a sophisticated solution that does everything but
is difficult to handle, expensive and over-specified.

Sony developed the BKM-FW50, because it is totally
compatible with easy-to-make locally produced content,
putting attractive digital signage within the reach of any
retailer or corporation.

So the financial aspect is very important?

As mentioned, a number of companies are now offering
digital signage solutions. How important is it for the
supplier to be reliable?

The financial aspect is probably the most important one.
People don’t want to use digital displays just to make
their store or office look nice. They want to know that there
is a real increase in sales or efficiency, resulting in true
return on investment from their project. Many companies
can’t afford a huge investment, and we have to explain
to them that digital signage is not just for megaretailers… even the little guys can really obtain clear
benefits from it.

Content creation is obviously at the heart of any digital
signage project. Do you find that people are confused or
concerned about content creation?
Absolutely. There are several aspects to this… financial,
conceptual and even geographical. Firstly, one of the
biggest blocking points when people are considering
digital signage projects is the fact that they believe the
content creation is going to cost a fortune. Indeed if you
are working on a national level with thousands of screens
networked via IP and high level video creation at the
base of your messages, it is somewhat costly. But people
shouldn’t forget that we can bring content creation
down to a very economic level today through the use of
a standard PC, with software virtually anyone can use.
The concept doesn’t have to be complex, and there’s no
need to work with specialised agencies far from where
the users themselves are based. It is for this reason that

As you may imagine, a project for the installation of
equipment for the provision of digital signage isn’t just
limited to the initial purchase. Buyers need to know that
when they embark upon a project that is going to have
a life-span of five to ten years, that their supplier is
reliable… that they will be around to help and support
them with upgrades and software updates and that the
equipment can be maintained correctly.
One of the biggest advantages of the Sony brand is that
people really trust us in this respect, and trust of ones
supplier is an essential element in any digital signage
project.

What about simplicity of use … for the end users?
Whether you have a shop, a school or a corporate office,
the people who will be responsible for the digital displays
will in general not have any technical background at all,
and their fear of using new technologies can also be a
blocking point to the instigation of a digital signage
project. Getting around this was one of the main goals in
our development of the BKM-FW50.
Absolute simplicity is a must. It’s the only way to make a
digital signage project work in a small or medium size
business environment where
non technical people need
to be able to work with the
equipment. If people want
to show advertisements in
the form of still picture and
movies, together with live
weather forecasting, traffic
information, stock market
updates, there are high-end
products to support their
desires.
However not everyone can
afford
a
continuous
operation
of
content
creation and maintenance
which
may
require
a
dedicated staff or service
provider. If clients are looking
for a simpler and easier
digital signage solution BKMFW50 can definitely help.

www.cleverdis.com
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Just what is the BKM-FW50
Network Media Card?
The BKM-FW50 Network Media Card is a sleek expansion card which
is easily integrated into an expansion slot on Sony LCD and PlasmaPro
displays, providing network status and control, as well as streaming
video and media to displays over an IP network.
Put simply, this small optional board houses 5 basic functionalities. A
simple digital signage play-out from a Compact Flash media
(optional) is the simplest operation. Then the contents can be
distributed via a network and stored on the CF media and played out
off-line. Alternatively contents can be streamed from a remote web
server. For presentation purpose, it can also display a PC desktop
connected to the network. Finally, it can control the monitor remotely
via the network, instead of a serial cable connected to the RS-232C
outlet.
The Network Media Card thus helps reduce expensive content
creation and personnel costs associated with specially trained
technicians, making it ideal for use by businesses looking to upgrade
their professional display systems while lowering operating costs.

Who will be interested by this card?
The BKM-FW50 is for small business owners as well as system integrators
who are developing information systems for corporations and is
designed to be used for digital signage, conference room
information. This board is the ideal solution for companies that want
to implement a simple digital signage solution. Operation is done by
using a standard Web browser (IE 6.0 and above) and no additional
software training is required. With the BKM-FW50, users can bring
dynamic content to a LCD or plasma display for the purpose of
distributing this information to their key constituents (e.g. customers,
travellers, students).

8
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Easy to install and maintain network of displays, the BKMFW50, also allows users to remotely control content
distribution and control one or several displays in
conference rooms or classrooms.

How it works

disseminate that content on displays. The content is
created on their personal computer for use on the BKMFW50 with industry standard development languages /
applications such as HTML, Sony Vegas or Adobe
PhotoShop®, Microsoft Movie Maker®, and other Microsoft
Windows® applications.

Once integrated into the screen, the BKM-FW50 can play
content from memory cards that are inserted into the unit.
It may be connected to a Local Area Network from which it
receives an IP address, which manages the board. Thanks
to the embedded software, users can programme such
things as timing for the screen (on/off), transitions and
background music via a standard browser on their PC.

Memory Slot

Easy Content Creation

The usage of memory cards adds extra reliability
compared to mechanical devices such as HDD for heavy
duty usages, as well as an embedded OS which is more
stable than a PC based OS.

Users can now create content such as JPEG images and
MPEG 2 video and have non-technical staff easily

The BKM-FW50 also includes a CompactFlash memory slot
inside the monitor, enabling JPEG images and MPEG
movies to be displayed in slideshow mode, allowing for
local playback for users who do not wish to stream
content.

APPLICATIONS
Digital signage
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail store POS
Bank queue promotional programmes
Hotel displays
Stadium advertising
Museum exhibits
Restaurant menu boards
Cinema foyer for movie trailers and times

Corporate communications
• New product showcasing
• Workforce education
• Display of company image and mission to staff
• Boardroom and lobby welcome messaging

Education
•
•
•
•

Lectures and classes
Bulletin boards
School news and announcements
Upcoming events

www.cleverdis.com
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Primary Benefits
of the BKM-FW50

In the last pages we heard about customer concerns and
some of the basic functions of the BKM-FW50. Let’s now
look more closely at what specific benefits users will have
by employing this solution. Please tell us about the five
main benefits…
Firstly, there’s the advantage of being a “smart” looking
solution. As the unit inserts into the FWD-series Display
optional slot there are no boxes hanging around. The
second benefit is that of easy installation. It’s very simple to
insert optional memory cards or connect the unit with an
Ethernet cable, and operating software is embedded.
Thirdly, there’s the benefit of Low Cost of Ownership.
Content is streamed via inexpensive Ethernet cable
(cheaper than RGB cables) or played-out from a memory
card. The fourth main benefit is the fact that it’s a stable
platform. The Operating System is embedded and
bandwidth usage is optimized. Finally, a very important
benefit is that of security. Password protected access
prevents unauthorized access to content, and there is
physical anti-theft protection of the CF Memory card.

out from a memory card, there is no network infrastructure
required, and it allows for independent content creation.
Efficiency comes from the fact that content is pulled from
a central location, and bandwidth usage can be reduced
by storing content on memory cards. Dynamic content
updating is also possible without intervention by the on-site
staff.
Efficiency also comes from the fact that display settings
(e.g. power on/off, brightness), can be adjusted remotely,
displays may be monitored remotely without physical
intervention, and automatic email alerts enable the
monitoring of problems before they become apparent.

And thanks to its networking capabilities, any PC on the
network can display its desktop content onto the display?
Exactly. With VNC Freeware, no additional software is
required. The unit is “file format independent”, meaning
whatever is on the PC desktop can be displayed. This is not
suitable for fast moving images, but the resulting
applications are evident and numerous.

What are some of the other specific benefits?
The FW50 board is a low-cost investment that increases
efficiency thanks to its particular features. When playing-

What are the benefits of being able to manage displays
separately?
Automation is a major benefit, with dynamic content
updating without intervention. There’s no additional
investment as content is managed through an
embedded web browser. Ideally, this kind of management
is used for a limited number of displays with infrequent rescheduling.

What about managing many displays at once?

Eric Siereveld
Director, Sony Retail, Transport and Venues,
Sony Europe
Eric Siereveld heads the Pan-European Retail, Transport
and Venues team at Sony Europe, which delivers creative
audio visual solutions across 15 Western European
countries. On top of a portfolio of solutions that include
digital multimedia video networks and digital signage to
security and customer tracking applications, Eric is also
responsible for overseeing a range of services including
consultancy, design, systems integration, training and
support through the Sony Professional Services division.
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This is possible as well, and it is possible to feed content to
a large number of displays with a single operation. A
wizard helps users to quickly import and distribute content,
with entry-level Digital Signage software managing
content to multiple locations from a single platform.

What is unique about BKM-FW50 for installation?
In case mini-PC or external box solution are chosen, these
are either attached at the back of the monitor and
spoiling the installation landscape. It may also require a
unique casing in order to hide its existence, which results in
extra cost. The BKM-FW50 fits neatly into Sony Public Display
FWD-series to solve these problems. In terms of networking,
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either video signal or PC-generated RGB signals are
normally distributed via expensive cables with limitation to
their length. The BKM-FW50 can play out contents without
any cabling (Local Play), or with inexpensive CAT-5 cables.
In case of large installations, the cost of cables may
become significant, so BKM-FW50 is an ideal solution.

What is remote network management?
How does it work?

The basic remote management module allows you to
control the display over the network. This means changing
the input signal, changing the brightness, switching the
display on/off, changing the aspect ratio, configuring email alerts, etc.
These operations are normally done through a serial cable
connected to an RS-232C outlet, whereas with the BKMFW50, this can be achieved via the network.

5 ways to display contents with the BKM-FW50
Most simple digital Signage

Content distribution & Play

Where bandwidth allows

Displaying PC desktop remotely

Controlling and Status monitoring

www.cleverdis.com
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The Ziris Lite Solution – Enabling
New Levels of Creativity with
the BKM-FW50
What is Sony’s focus with this new “Lite” solution?
The BKM-FW50 is sufficiently capable of performing as a entry
level digital signage playout device, controlled by a Web GUI
per device. This means that if the application would like to
deploy large numbers of BKM-FW50 then the control of
multiple Web pages can become cumbersome. Ziris Lite
offers the user to control multiple BKM-FW50 centrally thus
much easier. We have had already many requests from the
market who saw the potential of the BKM-FW50, but were
hesitating to step up to a larger scale implementation. The
launch of Ziris Lite is expected in Spring 2007.

How does Ziris Lite add value to the BKM-FW50?
While first stand alone systems enabled the coupling of the
BKM-FW50 Digital Signage Board with Sony professional
displays such as the FWD32LX2, 40LX2 LCD Displays and
FWD42PV1, 42PX2, 50PX2 Plasma Displays, allowing simple
looped programming, now it’s possible to integrate Ziris
Create Lite - entry-level software allowing for much more
creative scheduling. Management of the system can also
be ensured, using Ziris Manage Lite. These software
packages are the “little brothers” of the highly acclaimed Ziris
software suite that Sony has developed in the UK for use in
even the most complex digital signage situations around
the world.

How does it work?

Stuart Gore
Product Manager
Ziris Digital Signage Solutions, Sony Europe
Stuart Gore is responsible for the marketing of Sony
Europe’s portfolio of Ziris Digital Signage Solutions across
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. In his role as Product
Manager, Stuart manages pre-sales support and acts
as a gateway between Japan and Europe, delivering
European market views on product launches and
market development. This involves working closely with
the European marketing strategy.
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The media content to be displayed on screen is represented
by a Ziris Create ‘slideshow’. In other words, with the BKMFW50 media player, customers will be able to preprogramme content in the form of a slideshow. These may
be created from scratch, copied or modified and combined
within Ziris Create. Content playing order and dwell time can
be adjusted to suit. Once allocated to one or more
channels, the slideshow will repeat until replaced or
modified under central control of the user media team. Slide
show may represent a few seconds of repeating advertising
content or many minutes.

What kinds of content can be handled?
Ziris Create Lite offers one platform for handling different
types of content such as multiple format support, video,
graphics and audio. With no secondary systems required,
this makes it’s so much simpler to use. What’s more, unlike
other systems Ziris Create makes a copy of the content to
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ensure it’s always available to the operator. The slideshow
may contain graphic images and/or DVD quality MPEG-2
videos as required. The user may determine the order of
display, dwell time etc. Existing slideshows may be modified
to remove or add advertising elements as desired. Video is
supported at PAL DVD quality (up to 15Mbs) MPEG2 and
images may be displayed at DVD quality or at WXGA
1366x768 resolutions.

Can you tell us some more about the advantages of Ziris
Create Lite for small to medium sized businesses?
The fact that it is web browser based means multiple users
can operate the system with remote log-in and password.
Ziris Create Lite is simple to operate, the GUI is informative,
uncluttered and navigation to create and control is easily
performed. Workflow processes are improved, because
thanks to Ziris’s drag and drop interface, the insertion of
media into a playlist is fast, efficient and effective.

So scheduling is simple…
Yes… a Slide Show dialog allows users to select content
from the collections and add them to the Slide Show. The
order of the images and video can be changed using the
“Move Up” and “Move down” buttons. A preview of the
Show is shown along the bottom of the dialog. The content
currently selected in the collection may be previewed.

People will most likely think of Sony as a hardware
company… where do you add value in terms of being a
software developer?
www.cleverdis.com

With Sony’s unique understanding of the market, we also
understand that software tools like Ziris will form a critical
part of a customers business. Feedback from the
customers has thus been a key to the development of
these tools. In addition to this, the Ziris product range
combines with Sony’s Service and Training offerings.
Included in the Sony PrimeSupport package are Telephone
helpdesk and software bug/fix upgrades, because we
recognise the importance of ongoing support and
maintenance for users’ signage solutions. On top of this,
we believe strongly that the success of the system relies on
the ability of staff to operate it effectively. This user
knowledge is secured by good training. As part of the
Project Management plan, Sony works with customers to
design specific training packages.

Supported popular media formats for
Ziris Create Lite:
• Mpeg-2
• BMP, GIF, JPG
• Mp3
• Mpeg-4 (Ziris View only)
• MOV (Ziris View only)
• AVI DV (Ziris View only)
• Sorenson (Ziris View only)
• 3ivx encoded MOV (Ziris View only)
• Macromedia Flash (Ziris View only)
• HTML (Ziris View only)
• Wav (Ziris View only)
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Flexible finance solutions from
Sony Financial Services

Finance solutions from Sony Financial Services are
designed to enable businesses to always have the most
current Sony technology. Please tell us about the
background to these services…
For decades, Sony have provided business solutions
characterised by innovative technology and reliability.
Now, through Sony Financial Services our customers have
access to flexible and innovative finance solutions to help
them to acquire the latest in Sony display technologies.

Why is leasing such an attractive option for your
customers?

Obviously each case is specific. Do you tailor-make
solutions for your customers?
Indeed. We clearly recognise that each company’s needs
are unique, and so we offer a complete range of finance
solutions that can be tailored to meet the individual
requirements of any business.
Our finance experts take the time to understand each
customer’s specific needs ensuring that the combined
technology and financing proposal will fit both their
business and their budget.

Can you give some examples?
Leasing is a sensible way for our customers to acquire the
most current technology for their business whilst keeping
their existing capital or credit lines free to allocate to other
areas of their business. Additionally, because our finance
solutions can be tailored to match the cost of their new
technology to their anticipated revenues or cost savings, it
allows them to accurately forecast their budgets both now,
and in the future.

We offer a range of finance solutions from simple leasing
arrangements through to fully packaged solutions that
include all Sony and non-Sony costs for design, installation,
hardware, software, service and training. By incorporating
all costs into a single bespoke finance arrangement, we
can give our customer one seamless, fully integrated
solution.
We can also include flexible options to add new
technology and services to the finance arrangement as
required, therefore not only delivering a finance solution
that meets our customers current requirements, but is also
designed to support their future technology migration and
upgrade plans too.

Emma Nelson

Sony Financial Services leasing solutions are available
through the Sony Authorised Dealer Network in 25
countries across Europe.

Head of Sony Finance Services
Emma Nelson has an extensive background in financial
services having worked with several key financial and
leasing institutions during her career to date including
BNP Paribas Lease Group, HSBC, Siemens and CIT.
Emma joined Sony Financial Services (SFS), part of Sony
Professional Solutions Europe in March 2006 from
Hewlett Packard Financial Services. Her current
responsibilities include management of SFS Trade
Export Finance and the SFS European Leasing
Operation which are both business areas dedicated to
delivering specialist finance and leasing solutions for
Sony Professional Solutions Europe customers
throughout Europe.
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Finance is for business purposes only subject to credit
status. Sony Financial Services is a trademark of Sony
Corporation and is used under licence.
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Conclusion
by Gérard Lefebvre
President, Cleverdis

Our attentive study of the evolution of various markets from their debuts to their maturity reveals a number of constants.
The infancy of a market is marked by a myriad of start-ups and small pioneering enterprises with means that are often
limited, scuttling about finding niches and potential sub-markets with varying levels of success under the watchful eye
of major multinationals.
Some of these small companies manage to penetrate the market and allow it to take its first marks in the establishment
of new applications for these new technologies. But the real development only begins when the "tenors" of the market
step onto the stage and industrialise the offering.
This general rule also applies to the Digital Signage market.
Sony is obviously one of these major multinationals that makes the difference. Sony have been part and parcel of the
development of the market from a very early stage, actively participating in its growth due to their unique position,
having very long roots in the fields of content creation and management, content delivery and screen technologies. But,
today, Sony goes one step further and industrialise the offering. The fact they propose turnkey solutions with dedicated
staff in the field will be a factor that will assist in the continuing evolution of this new media, taking it to a new level of
maturity. The technological advances made in the past year by Sony in fields of both hardware and software, as outlined
in this Special Report, are in fact just part of the company's incessant striving for efficiency, ease of use, creativity and
reliability in their professional applications.

Seeking
inspiration?
Please take the
time to watch
this DVD,
offered by Sony.
www.cleverdis.com
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